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How the Southern Ming Administration Dealt with the Case of Crown Prince
Kunio TAKINO
Abstract
Immediately after the fall of the Ming dynasty, in Nanjing, under the administration of 
Prince of Fu, there occurred what became known as “the three disputed cases”: the case 
of the monk Dabei, the case of Crown Prince ?the case of the imposter Crown Prince?, 
and the case of imperial consort Tong. This essay seeks to examine the case of Crown 
Prince. It finds that the regime of Prince of Fu was far from honest in investigating these 
cases and concluding that the youth in Nanjing who identified himself as the Crown 
Prince was an imposter. Within the administration of Prince of Fu, however, because there 
were critical people with knowledge of the matter who shaped public opinion to accept 
that in fact he was the real Crown Prince, this led to confusion about the matter of the 
Crown Prince’s real identity. Only now with this essay has this matter been sorted out.
